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Introduction

Analytical driving functions for 2.5D sound field synthe-
sis (SFS) with linear arrays using the single layer po-
tential are typically derived for an infinite, continuous
secondary source distribution (SSD) [1]. In practice spa-
tially truncated and discretized SSDs are employed. This
limits the spatial region and temporal frequency band-
width for which the desired sound field is correctly syn-
thesized. The paper considers a special case of SFS in
synthesizing a cylindrical wave front perpendicular to the
SSD (using the conventions and kx “ 0 rad/m of [1]).
This corresponds to a pre-filtered infinite, continuous
SSD with constant volume acceleration (i.e. minimum-
phase 3dB/oct. lowpass characteristics, 3dB amplitude
loss per distance doubling [2]) in order to obtain a flat
frequency response at a reference line parallel to the SSD.
A finite SSD exhibits spatial regions with more complex
radiation characteristics. For ease of discussion, vary-
ing distances on the y-axis of a rect-windowed SSD are
considered. The intended wave has frequency indepen-
dent amplitudes and spherical monopole-like amplitude
loss for low frequencies and/or far distances in the so-
called Fraunhofer region. The so-called Fresnel region is
valid for high frequencies and/or near distances and cor-
responds to the characteristics of the infinite SSD with
constant volume acceleration, cf. fig. 1. Therefore SFS
can only be approached within the Fresnel region of the
SSD. The transition distance yB between the Fresnel and
Fraunhofer region is dependent on the SSD length L and
frequency f . With speed of sound c it can be given as [3,
I.3.d]
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and graphically evaluated in fig. 2. Fig. 3 depicts sound
pressure spectra on the main axis for a 4m rect-windowed
SSD. For high frequencies ripples are observed due to the
windowing, which can be analytically described by Fres-
nel integrals [3, I.3.b]. However at high frequencies the
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Figure 1: Simplified radiation characteristics for a rect-
windowed SSD with constant volume acceleration on y-axis,
cf. [2, 3]

Figure 2: Transition distance yB between Fresnel and Fraun-
hofer region on y-axis of a rect-windowed SSD with length L
for cylindrical wave radiation perpendicular to the SSD. Air
absorption is not considered.

amplitude loss of 3dB per distance doubling is preserved
as intended for a cylindrical wave (Fresnel region). At low
frequencies and far distances the amplitude loss is 6dB,
rather than 3dB, which corresponds to the Fraunhofer
region. The ideal prefilter [1, (17)] does not compensate
the highpass-like slope. Therefore an adapted prefilter is
required to obtain a flat frequency response at the ref-
erence line px, yrefq or rather the reference point p0, yrefq,
cf. [4].

Evaluation

In order to evaluate the interaction between different win-
dows and a constant spatial SSD-discretization, the syn-
thesized sound field was numerically calculated for posi-
tions x{m “ 0 : 0.25 : 1, y{m “ 0.25 : 0.25 : 4, z{m “ 0

Figure 3: |P p0, y, 0, ωq| in dBSPL of a rect-windowed, con-
tinuous, linear SSD with SDM-driving function [1, (17)],
kx “ 0 rad/m, yref “ 1 m, L “ 4 m, c “ 343 m/s.



using [1, (9)]. For fig. 4-7 the following parameters were
chosen: SDM-driving function [1, (17)], kx “ 0 rad/m,
yref “ 1 m, SSD length L “ 4 m, c “ 343 m/s, SSD
discretization ∆x “ 0.2 m. The ordinate indicates the
evaluated x-values. For each x different y-values corre-
spond to a ’slice’ over frequency as indicated with the
arrow in fig. 6. The plots are normalized to the sound
pressure spectrum of P p0, yref, 0, ωq to obtain a flat fre-
quency response at this observation point (indicated as
a black line corresponding to 0 dB deviation). In essence
this compensates the highpass-like slope and the ripples
which are due to the windowed SSD – observed in fig. 3 –
with an adapted prefilter (cf. [4, fig. 1]). Note that this
normalization method in the region of spatial aliasing
frequencies should be avoided in practice. Furthermore
the theoretical 3dB amplitude loss per distance doubling
was compensated, thus the spectra show only the devi-
ations from the ideal, expected behavior of a cylindrical
wave. Levels ą 1.5 dB and ă ´1.5 dB were clipped for a
convenient observation of a frequency response deviation
˘1.5 dB. With [1, (38)] the theoretical spatial aliasing
frequency for an infinite SSD is given as 1715 Hz.

The rect and Tukey windowed SSDs exhibit almost the
same results with large frequency response variation due
to the large ripples. The ’von Hann’ windowed SSD
produces the smoothest frequency responses, however
within a smaller useable listening area ymax « 1.5 m
and |xmax| « 0.5 m. With the Kaiser-Bessel window a
trade-off between the frequency response variation and
the useable listening area can be achieved via the pa-
rameter β (window main lobe width vs. side lobe atten-
uation). With β “ 2 the area is extended to ymax « 2
m, |xmax| “ 0.75 m with still acceptable level deviations
over the whole audio bandwidth. Note the different char-
acteristics of the spatial aliasing energy, which is due to
the interaction of spatial truncation and discretization.

Conclusion

SFS should be used within the Fresnel region of a linear
SSD. The effective listening area with small frequency
deviations from the expected sound field characteristics
strongly depends on the chosen SSD windowing and spa-
tial discretization. For the presented example a Kaiser-
Bessel window yields the largest area under accepting
˘1.5 dB level variation.
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Figure 4: |P px, y, 0, ωq|{|P p0, yref, 0, ωq| in dB, rect window.

Figure 5: |P px, y, 0, ωq|{|P p0, yref, 0, ωq| in dB, Tukey win-
dow (80% rect).

Figure 6: |P px, y, 0, ωq|{|P p0, yref, 0, ωq| in dB, ’von Hann’
window.

Figure 7: |P px, y, 0, ωq|{|P p0, yref, 0, ωq| in dB, Kaiser-Bessel
window β “ 2.


